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  THE    CITY    OF    WALTHAM
     MASSACHUSETTS 

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT 

Rosewood Drive,  
Storm Drain Improvement Design 

 A D D E N D U M   N O. 2  November 3, 2014   

CHANGES, CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS 

The attention of bidders submitting proposals for the above subject project is called 
to the following addendum to the specifications. The items set forth herein, 
whether of omission, addition, substitution or clarification are all to be included in 
and form a part of the proposal submitted. 

THE NUMBER OF THIS ADDENDUM (NO. 1) MUST BE ENTERED IN THE BID PRICE 
SECTION 

ITEM 1: ANSWERS TO POSED QUESTIONS. 
Q1.Does the City have Record Plans for the existing sewer and drain, showing actual alignments, 
profiles, rim and invert elevations?  
A1.The City provided all of the records, the engineer will have to verify the elevations shown on 
our plans 
Q2.Does the City have information on the sewer service locations and elevations at the house 
connections? 
A2. Same as Number 1 above 
Q3. Note: The above information is needed to assess the potential impacts to the sewer services 
that may be in conflict with the new 24” drain. 
A3. We have tie cards for service connections, for horizontal alignment, no vertical data. 
Q4. Are there any plans for upstream improvements that could bring more storm water to this area? 
A4. No plans for upstream improvements at this time. 
Q5. Are there any known illicit connections into the 12” storm drain? 
A5. There are no known illicit connections. 
Q6. Are there any sump pumps discharging to either the storm drain or sewer? 
A6. Same as A5 
Q7. On page 21, please confirm that the reference to key water main relocations is in error. 
A7. Addendum number 1 corrects this language (see attached) 
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Q8. If there are no water main relocations, is the referenced minor geotech  program still required? 
A8. Same as A7. 
Q9. Is the Engineer responsible for investigating the existing catch basin piping/connections on 
Rosewood Drive and also including their redirection/reconnection in the design? 
A9. Catch basins are to connected to proposed new drain main 
Q10. Should the design include (limited) abandonment of existing drains in private property? 
A10. Existing drain line to be capped at edge of right of way before it goes into side yard of 
abutters. 
Q11. Page 21 also refers to preparation of a traffic management plan and replacement of curbing 
and sidewalks. Since this is a dead end street, is a traffic management plan necessary? And will 
there be any replacement of curbing and sidewalks other then what may be incidental to the storm 
drain installation? 
A11. TMP, curb & sidewalk replacement is not necessary 
Q12. For a fair comparison of bid prices, would the City consider having all bidders quote on a 
fixed number of inspection hours? 

A12. The Designer is expected to provide 8 hrs. per day, 40 hrs. per weeks for 5 weeks a total of 
NOT TOO EXCEED 200hrs for the project. The designer is required to include in the price sheet 
both the hourly rate and the total cost of the construction administration (SEE THE ATTACHED 
REVISED PRICE SHEET). 

End of Addendum 2 




